Experimental techniques for multi-scale description of soil fabric and its dual pore network
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Fabric affects many aspects of soil mechanical behaviour. When transport processes are of concern, its dual, the pore network, is the key aspect ruling the soil properties of interest. In this chapter, a review of a few widely used techniques, currently adopted to analyse the pore network at increasing scale, is presented, namely mercury intrusion porosimetry, environmental scanning electron microscopy and electrical resistivity tomography. Details on the techniques, their advantages and limitations, are first covered, followed by the presentation of selected test results. The results highlight how these techniques provide an insight into the pore network, and how they can be usefully exploited in the understanding of different hydro-electromechanical processes ordinarily observed at the phenomenological scale. Attention is focused on unsaturated soils with reference to water retention properties, micro / macrostructure interaction, and role of sample heterogeneity.
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1 Introduction

Multi-scale studies associated with pore network properties are increasingly used to improve understanding of behaviour features and multiphase flow properties in porous media at the phenomenological scale, where the latter term is used to identify the scale of a standard laboratory test on a representative homogeneous volume element. These include distribution of pores space—micropore / macropore—, connectivity, constricted porosity by throats, hysteresis, fluid occupancy during multiphase flow displacement processes, wettability. Pore network rules liquid and gas permeability properties, as well as water retention, and electro-chemical transport. Dually, it affects mechanical properties, among which volumetric stiffness may be mentioned. As will be shown in the next chapter, flow and deformation properties are therefore coupled, and influence each other.

The pore network is studied at the microstructure scale, by means of techniques at the particle / aggregation scale (usually below <100 µm) capable of analysing the arrangement and distribution of particles and pores—and their contacts and connectivity—[Del96, Mit05, And12]. Among various available techniques used to study porous geomaterials at the microstructural scale, mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) and scanning electron microscopy (environmental ESEM with digital image analysis) are given special attention in the present chapter. The former technique has been frequently used to describe pore network properties affecting coupled hydro-chemo-mechanical processes (see, for instance, [AlM96, Rom99, Mus03, Kol06b, Rom11]). The latter is a quantitative technique with minimal sample preparation requirement, and which allows subjecting the sample to hydraulic paths during observation [Mon03a, Mon03b, Rom08, Air10].

Mesostructural scanning techniques, based on time-domain reflectometry, near-infrared spectroscopic measurements, electric impedance/resistivity tomography, neutron tomography, X-ray computed tomography, dual-energy gamma-ray technique, among others, allow increasing the scale of observation, therefore appreciating the role of heterogeneous elements, such as inclusions or cracks, in the engineering behaviour of porous media [Bak90, Bor05, Des06, And12]. Applications of these mesostructural techniques in saturated and unsaturated soils have been devoted to the monitoring of hydro-chemo-mechanical processes [Com08, Com10, Dam09, Cos12], to the detection of desiccation cracks [Geb06, Muk06, Sen09], to the visualisation of diffusion and multiphase transport processes, as well as fluid retention and permeation properties [Rol05, Van05, Rod06, Car06, Kol06a, Pir07, Kar07, Man12, Rie12]. Higher resolution mesostructural techniques, together with improved image processing, have recently allowed moving to micrometric scale, narrowing the gap between meso and microstructural techniques [Bri98, Jac02, Bés06, Tak06, And12].

Among the latter mesostructural technique, electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) is described in detail in this chapter. The technique turns out to be remarkably useful when studying coupled hydro-chemo-mechanical phenomena in which the pore network arrangement, and not only the pore size distribution, plays a relevant role.
The spatial resolution of ERT as a mesostructure tool is slightly above 10 mm. At this resolution, and with reference to geomaterials testing, it can be classified as a semi-quantitative technique, since it provides a good general electrical picture of the sample, while accuracy in estimating electrical conductivity can be lost if sharp gradients exist. With respect to other techniques mentioned before, an essential advantage of ERT is that it can be easily implemented in modified laboratory cells for mechanical and hydraulic testing. Sequences of maps of electrical resistivity (potentially 3D), taken while performing hydro-chemo-mechanical tests, can then be used to visualize transport and mechanical processes occurring inside the sample. Appropriate data treatment may be exploited to back-analyse transport parameters, as shown in the last chapter.

2 Mercury intrusion porosimetry and environmental scanning electron microscopy

2.1 Mercury intrusion porosimetry

Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) is one of the most commonly used techniques for analysing the pore size distribution (PSD) of geomaterials with interconnected porosity. The interested reader may refer to [Web97, Del96, Sim04, Rom08]. With this technique an absolute pressure $p$ is applied to a non-wetting liquid (mercury) in order to enter the empty pores. Washburn equation may be adopted to provide a relationship between the applied pressure and a characteristic size of the intruded pores [Dia70, Jua86]. For ideal pores of cylindrical shape or parallel infinite plates (fissure-like pores), the equation reads:

$$p = -\frac{n \sigma_{Hg} \cos \theta_{nw}}{x}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\sigma_{Hg}$ is the surface tension of mercury ($\sigma_{Hg}=0.484$ N/m at 25°C), $\theta_{nw}$ the contact angle between mercury and particles surface, and $x$ the entrance or throat pore diameter ($n = 4$) or the spacing width between parallel plates ($n = 2$). The value $n = 4$ is often used in MIP, as the cylindrical model is most frequently adopted. The contact angle is usually taken between 139° and 147° for clay minerals [Dia70], although higher values have been reported on kaolinitic clay [Pen00].

Sample preparation requires emptying the sample of water that prevents the penetration of mercury. Samples can be dehydrated using controlled relative humidity-drying, oven-drying, freeze-drying or critical-point-drying techniques [Del84b]. For heat and dry sensitive materials, freeze drying is preferred [Ahm74]. Freeze drying process involves temperature (fast cooling) and pressure conditions (sublimation of
ice) to avoid surface tension forces caused by air-water interfaces [Ahm74, Del82, Del84b, Del96, Pen00].

A constant contact angle at equilibrium is assumed in the elaboration of MIP data, irrespective of the actual penetration flow conditions, in spite of Equation (1) being valid only with reference to equilibrated states, at null penetration velocity of mercury. In fact, the contact angle varies as a function of the dynamic flow of the advancing interface, as shown by [Hof75, Aït04]. For this reason, sufficient time lapse must be left in pressure rising and mercury ejection to allow for quasi-static state conditions to be reached at any step. Usually, an imposed mercury pressure is held constant until penetration ceases or falls below a specified rate.

The main limitations of MIP are: a) completely isolated pores enclosed by surrounding solids are not measured –this enclosed porosity is not significant in soils, but can play increasing role in low-porosity geomaterials--; b) pores that are accessible only through smaller ones, hence constricted porosity by throat effect, are not detected until the smaller entrance pores are penetrated; c) the apparatus may not have enough capacity to enter the smallest pores of the sample (non-intruded porosity with entrance pore sizes below 7 nm); and d) the minimum pressure which can be applied practically by the apparatus limits the maximum detected pore size (non-detected porosity with entrance pore sizes larger than 400 μm). Alteration in the pore geometry during pressure application is also of concern. It has been reported that the soil structure is not affected during high-pressure intrusion [Sil73, Law78 and Ree79], due to the fact that most of the pore network is already filled with incompressible mercury during penetration. However, this is not the case before penetration starts and at low applied pressure, for compressible materials. Occurrence of substantial initial volume change due to isotropic compression in clayey samples prior to intrusion was reported by [Pen00]. Deformation of the sample holder system during mercury pressure changes is another factor which can induce interpretation errors, and which should be accounted for in data elaboration [Sim04].

The pore-size distribution can be deduced by mercury intrusion, by relating the volume of intruded pores to the pressure required for intrusion. The intrusion stage can be followed by an extrusion stage, which can be accomplished by decreasing the applied pressure. The cumulative intruded volume data along an intrusion-extrusion cycle highlights that not all the mercury intruded during the penetration stage is recovered when the pressure is released. An amount of mercury remains permanently entrapped in the constricted porosity by throat effects. Various theories explaining the causes of MIP hysteresis and entrapment have been discussed and examined in detail by [Mat95, Abe99 and Mor02]. A second intrusion will follow approximately the same extrusion path, thus identifying that part of porosity which is not affected by throat effects. The latter is assumed to coincide with the non-constricted or free porosity. Delage & Lefebvre [Del84] and Delage et al. [Del96] assumed that the small intra-aggregate pores, pores inside soil aggregates, display a non-constricted or free porosity, while the large inter-aggregate pore space between the aggregates corresponds to the entrapped porosity. The extrusion data can thus be exploited also
to provide additional information on the multiscale arrangement of the microstructure pore network.

Data from mercury intrusion can be complemented, for pore sizes below 60 nm, with nitrogen desorption isotherms (although the use of the adsorption branch is also possible. Data from the latter technique are interpreted using BJH model [Bar51], based on which emptying of pores from condensed adsorptive at decreasing relative nitrogen pressure is re-interpreted by Kelvin equation [Sil73, Web97]. The model is based on the assumption that pores have cylindrical shape and that the pore radius is equal to the sum of the Kelvin radius and the thickness of the film adsorbed on the pore wall.

Results of MIP technique may be better reported as pore size density function, PSD, i.e. the log differential intrusion curve vs. entrance or throat pore size, which aids visual detection of the dominant pore modes. Figure 1 shows the cumulative intruded pore ratio (volume of intruded pores / volume of solids) for dense clay phyllite (void ratio around 0.34), as well its corresponding PSD, obtained by MIP and BJH desorption data [Gar10]. According to MIP data, the dense material displays a single dominant pore mode at around 15 nm. PSD based on the analysis of the nitrogen desorption branch is not always straightforward, since an intense spike at around 4 nm is sometimes present that reflects an artefact (associated with the spontaneous evaporation of metastable pore liquid, [Low04]). In such cases, a more realistic PSD can be obtained from the analysis of the adsorption branch [Low04].

Further insight into the pore structure may be provided by the interpretation of MIP data in terms of the fractal character of the porous medium, admitting self-similarity of the hierarchical pore network. For the calculation of the surface fractal dimension...
$D_s$, the following expression written as a function of the mercury pressure $p$, has been usually adopted [Kor92, Mey94, Fad96], where $V$ is the intruded pore volume:

$$\log \left( \frac{dV}{dp} \right) \propto (D_s - 4) \log p \quad (2)$$

Intervals of self-similarity of the different pore types can be experimentally obtained from the linear sections of the corresponding log-log plot, the slope of which gives the values of $D_s$, as shown in Figure 2. In the figure, one pressure range is identified for the high-density soil with a characteristic fractal dimension of $D_s=3.09$, which reflects a more space-filling volumetric pore structure. On the contrary, two pressure regimes can be identified in the low-density sample: a low-pressure regime exhibiting a fractal dimension $D_s=1.88$, which corresponds to a fissure-like structure, and a high-pressure regime for pore sizes lower than 300 nm presenting again a volumetric structure ($D_s=3.04$). Fractal concepts related to porosimetry studies have been used by [Fad96, Gim97, Jom03], as a complementary tool to detect microstructural changes and differences in pore geometry at various structural levels. It is worth noting that fractal dimension analysis also allows detecting anomalies in MIP data, such as the initial compression before mercury penetration takes place.

![Fractal description of the pore network for two dry densities of a kaolinitic-illitic clay [Rom08].](image)

Figure 2: Fractal description of the pore network for two dry densities of a kaolinitic-illitic clay [Rom08].
As MIP data depend on pore sizes and pore network connectivity, they can be usefully exploited to derive quantitative water retention properties of geomaterials [Pra85, Rom99, Aun01, Sim01, Sim02]. The non-wetting mercury penetration at intrusion pressure $p$ is assumed to be equivalent to air-intrusion at matric suction $s$ during a drying path for the same diameter of pores $x$ being intruded:

$$s = \frac{4\sigma \cos \theta_w}{x} ; \quad p = -\frac{4\sigma_{Hg} \cos \theta_{nw}}{x} ; \quad s = -\frac{\sigma \cos \theta_w}{\sigma_{Hg} \cos \theta_{nw}} p \approx 0.196 p \quad (3)$$

where $\sigma$ is the surface tension of water and $\cos \theta_w=1$ the wetting coefficient for the air-water interface (refer to Equation (1) for $\sigma_{Hg}$ and $\theta_{nw}$).

The volume of pores not intruded by mercury—assuming a non-deformable soil—is used to evaluate the water content $w$ or degree of saturation $S_r$ corresponding to the equivalent applied matric suction. Derivation of the matric suction—saturation relationship from MIP data should be limited to the low-suction range, in which capillarity dominates water retention. In fact, water is generally held due to capillarity at low suctions (usually $< 2$ MPa), and by adsorption on particle surfaces and in clay inter-layers at higher suctions [Cas92, Rom99]. Moreover, to correctly estimate the water content, data must be corrected for the non-intruded porosity, which can be assimilated to a residual water content $w_r$ [Rom08]:

$$S_{r, nw} + S_r = 1 ; \quad (w - w_r) = (w_{sat} - w_r)(1 - S_{r, nw}) \quad (4)$$

where $w_{sat}$ is the water content at $S_r=1$, and $S_{r, nw}$ the complementary non-wetting degree of saturation intruded by mercury.

In comparing MIP elaboration with direct water retention data, attention must be paid to the evolution of the pore size distribution during hydraulic paths for active soils [Sim01, Sim05, Rom11]. In principle, the PSD measured on a soil sample gives the water retention curve corresponding to the end of a water retention curve test, after volume changes have ceased. Figure 3 presents a comparison of water retention results on drying of a clayey silt, with the information deduced from MIP using freeze-dried samples.
‘Dynamic’ and ‘static’ procedures refer to the measurement of matric suction using high-range tensiometers during a continuous drying process and at static equilibrium under constant water content, respectively. The figure shows good agreement in the determination of the air-entry value using MIP, when the sample has been previously air-dried and undergone shrinkage. In this case, the denser state reached on drying is associated with a higher air-entry value, which matches the tensiometer results with a distribution of pores that evolve with suction. On the contrary, deduced water retention results from MIP starting from saturated conditions, reflect a lower air entry value, which is in agreement with the frozen higher porosity of the saturated state.

MIP results have been successfully used on an extended range (up to 41 MPa) to determine water retention properties of low-porosity claystone (void ratio $e=0.12$), which does not undergo important volume changes on drying. Figure 4 shows the cumulative intruded void ratio using MIP and BJH adsorption information up to $e=0.10$. The PSD function obtained from MIP displays one dominant pore mode at approximately 16 nm. The air entry value corresponding to the dominant pore mode can be determined from Laplace’s equation, giving a value of 18 MPa. Figure 4 also shows the estimated water retention curve based on MIP deduced data, together with psychrometric measurements.
2.2 Environmental scanning electron microscopy

As already described, MIP analysis is performed on a dried sample, therefore having frozen PSD and pore network during the test. On the contrary, the pore network of active soils evolves, together with aggregate swelling and shrinking, when in contact with water. This evolution may be observed by means of Environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM). The latter is a special type of SEM that works under controlled environmental conditions and requires no conductive coating on the specimen. The technique enables examining wet samples and preserving their natural characteristics for further testing [Dan93, Bak95, Kom99, Mon03a, Rom08, Air10, Rom11].
The equipment presents a sample chamber at a higher pressure and separated from increasing vacuum chambers by pressure-limiting apertures (electron gun chamber is at $10^{-7}$ Pa). Water vapour is the most commonly used chamber gas, which is controlled with an electronic servo system at absolute vapour pressures between 0.13 and 2 kPa. The microscope is also equipped with a Peltier cooling / heating system (working within 20°C above or below ambient temperature) installed underneath the sample stub to control sample temperature. Accordingly, the examination of the sample can be continuously done at different vapour pressures and temperatures, hence at different relative humidity, making it a suitable equipment to study the gradual effects of wetting and drying stages at microstructural scale. A certain degree of resolution is compromised when using this equipment, especially at elevated relative humidity of the sample chamber.

Montes-H et al. [Mon03a, Mon03b] used ESEM jointly with a digital image analysis program to estimate at aggregate scale the swelling–shrinkage behaviour of bentonite at different total suctions. More recently, [Rom08, Air10, Rom11] used the same technique to study the effects of total suction changes on the volumetric behaviour at microstructural level of different clays. Airò Farulla et al. [Air10] changed temperature and vapour pressure conditions to perform a suction cycle according to the wetting and drying paths outlined in Figure 5. The cycle started at point B, where the sample (initially at point A), was let to equilibrate for 15 min at RH=30% (total suction around 160 MPa), by applying a vapour pressure of 0.65 kPa at 20°C. A photomicrograph was taken at each stage (different points in Figure 5) and after an equalisation time of 10 minutes. Two procedures for digital image analysis were used to isolate aggregates and calculate area variations due to relative humidity changes. The first procedure, shown in Figure 6, consisted in defining the aggregate contour on the inverse image, in transforming it into a binary image, and in counting the white pixels. Aggregate area variations were calculated with reference to the initial condition (point B, Figure 5). The second procedure used an automatic digital image analysis [Abr04], which consisted in using a threshold filter, in selecting a region of interest and in applying an automatic segmentation algorithm. Aggregate areal deformations (negative in expansion) measured during the wetting and drying cycle and using the two aforementioned procedures are plotted against total suction in Figure 7.

Romero et al. [Rom11] used the same procedure to study aggregate volume changes along a wetting and drying cycle on two different clays. A consistent picture of volume change behaviour was obtained by these authors on different clays, when comparing microstructural ESEM results with MIP data and with phenomenological (at larger scale) results. They finally exploited these data to complement the description of evolutionary water retention properties of active clays.
Figure 5: Wetting and drying paths followed by a clayey aggregate in the ESEM [Air10].

Figure 6: Manual digital image treatment to measure changes in aggregate area. [Air10].
3 Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT)

3.1 Introduction

Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) allows increasing the scale of observation of the role of pore network on the phenomenological behaviour of soils. Usefulness of electrical measurements in the characterisation of geomaterials at the laboratory scale is enhanced by its association to the tomography technique. A single electrical measurement implicitly introduces the assumption that the investigated body is homogeneous. A great number of measurements, all referring to the same volume but taken from different points, permits the relaxation of the homogeneity assumption. Joint analysis of several measurements allows then an insight into the distribution of electrical properties within the studied body.

Thanks to this scale of observation, ERT may found different applications, among which developments for medical diagnosis are of outmost relevance. As for the literature related to geosciences, the synthetic study from [Lyt78] proved that the technique could be applied as an experimental procedure to detect heterogeneities of rock cores. Since then, the numerical algorithms used have been improved, increasing accuracy in the evaluation of local values of conductivity and resolution in the reconstruction of shapes.
The technique can be applied at different scales (from laboratory mesostructural investigations to stratigraphic characterisation) and the resolution varies from about one millimetre to the order of meters.

In petroleum engineering electrical tomography has been implemented commercially with names such as FMS (Formation MicroScanner) and FMI (Fullbore Formation MicroImager). It is used to obtain ‘image logs’, or electrical pictures of the wellbore that are quite effective to recognize and detect mechanical failures and naturally occurring fractures. A comparison between information recovered through visual inspection of the core and information from FMS images is available in [Kho12]. The technique is used also to recover stratigraphic information in shallow environments.

In near surface geophysics, early studies included identification of aquifers systems and sources of pollutions [Whi94, Osi95, Bev91]: then attention switched towards imaging of subsurface fluid movement in porous and fractured media [Dai92, Sla97]. Later studies, associated to further improvements of the inversion technique, deal with quantitative assessment of transport characteristics in soils and rocks.

In the following, equipment, operational principles and data elaboration are presented, to highlight the multiscale potentialities of ERT, together with its resolution limitations at the different scales of observation. Microresistivity for fabric studies, which complement the previous techniques, are then introduced. Examples of quantitative application of the technique for multiphase flow are postponed to the last chapter.

3.2 Principles of ERT

In ERT several pairs of electrodes are attached to the surface of the object: two electrodes apply the electrical current, and other pairs of electrodes measure the induced electrical potential differences (as in the four electrodes terminals). Either the pair of electrodes applying current or the pair electrodes measuring the potential drop are changed from measurement to measurement. A forward model is separately built to calculate the electrical potential differences that would be measured if the electrical conductivity within the object had a certain distribution. Finally an inverse model is used to estimate the distribution of electrical conductivity that minimizes the scatter between experimental measurements and predictions of the forward model [Bor05].

*ERT reconstruction: forward model*

The solution of the forward problem links the voltage measurements to the object conductivity. Most reconstruction codes implement the forward model with a Finite
Assuming that the conductivity $\chi$ of the object under measurement is isotropic, that the electric and magnetic fields are slowly varying and neglecting capacitance effects, it follows that the governing equation of the problem is the balance of electrical charge in stationary conditions:

$$\nabla \cdot (\chi \nabla \phi) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\phi$ is electric potential inside the body.

The presence of the electrodes is taken into account via appropriate conditions at the boundaries of the object, $\partial \Omega$, as with the complete electrode model [Som92]. The model assumes that the potential is homogeneous over the electrode space and that overpotential phenomena occur at the interface between the electrode and the object under measurement. The following relation holds for each electrode $l = 1, ..., L$:

$$V_l = \phi + z_l \chi \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial n} \text{ on } \partial \Omega_l, \quad l = 1, ..., L$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $V_l$ is potential of the $l$th electrode, $z_l$ is contact impedance of the $l$th electrode, $\partial n$ is the outwards normal to $\partial \Omega$ and $\partial \Omega_l$ is the portion of $\partial \Omega$ underneath electrode $l$.

Electrical stimuli are accounted for by specifying for each electrode that:

$$I_l \chi \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial n} = I_l \text{ on } \partial \Omega_l, \quad l = 1, ..., L$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $I_l$ is current injected into the $l$th electrode. Equation (6) and (7) apply to the portions of $\partial \Omega$ that fall underneath each electrode. To the remaining parts of $\partial \Omega$ (inter electrode gaps), the following relationship applies:

$$\chi \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial n} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

as no current density is crossing the free surface of the object under measurement.

Equations (6) to (8) specify the model for the electrodes, voltages on the electrodes are however specified to within an arbitrary additive constant as no reference potential has been specified. As this is an arbitrary choice, usually the model is complemented with the additional condition:
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{L} V_i = 0 \] (9)

that allows the unique determination of all \( V_i \).

**ERT reconstruction: inversion**

Field reconstruction is formulated as non-linear least-squares problem, where the conductivity of the forward model is varied until a satisfactory match between the measurements simulated by the forward model and the real measurements is met. The reconstruction procedure searches for a discretised conductivity \( s_{rec} \):

\[ s_{rec} = \arg\min_{s} \| h(s) - v \|^2 \] (10)

where \( h \) is the nonlinear forward operator from model space to measurements space, \( s \) is the discrete conductivity, \( v \) is the vector of measured voltages and \( \| \cdot \|_2 \) indicates the squared 2-norm. The reconstruction problem, both in its continuous form and in its discrete form (Equation 10), is ill-posed in the sense that small perturbations in the measured data can cause arbitrarily large errors in the estimated conductivity [Syl87]. Then, regularisation techniques are needed to obtain a stable solution. In practical terms, ill-conditioning arises from certain patterns of conductivity for which the corresponding measurements are extremely small [Bre90], so being affected by measurement noise. Such patterns of conductivity, for which the observations are unreliable, corrupt the reconstruction. Regularisation techniques are adopted in order to prevent such problem. Commonly Equation (10) is solved using the Tikhonov regularisation, formulating the reconstruction as:

\[ s_{rec} = \arg\min_{s} \| h(s) - v \|^2 + \alpha F(s) \] (11)

where \( F(s) > 0 \) is the regularisation function, and \( \alpha \) a positive scalar called Tikhonov factor. \( F \) acts as a penalty term, by taking large values corresponding to distributions \( s \) that are to be prevented in the reconstructed profile. The effect of \( F \) on the reconstructions can be adjusted by varying the value of \( \alpha \). The conductivity being discrete, the regularisation function is usually expressed as:

\[ F(s) = \| Ls \|^2 \] (12)

where \( L \) is the regularisation matrix. The reconstruction is therefore formulated as:
Regularisation methods mostly achieve the stability of the inversion by penalizing sudden variations in the conductivity, hence offering a trade-off between stability of the reconstruction and sharpness of image. Thorough discussions on the choice of $\alpha$ and on regularisation techniques in ERT can be found in [Kol01] and [Bor02].

\[ s_{rec} = \arg \min \| h(s) - v \|^2_2 + \alpha \| Ls \|^2_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

ERT testing cell: geometry, size and disposition of electrodes

Spatial resolution and accuracy of ERT reconstructions are constrained from computational aspects (type of algorithm and refinement of the mesh of the numerical models) and from experimental setups (number, size, geometry and spacing of electrodes used).

[Com08] reports that the total number of independent measurements $N$ of a tomographic reconstruction is:

\[ N = \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $n$ is the number of available electrodes.

A trade off in the design of ERT cells concerns the size of the electrodes [Dam09]. Better definition of the electrical problem is achieved when injecting electrodes have a large surface, generating an even current density, and measuring electrodes are small, providing punctual measurements. Since in ERT electrodes work in turn to inject current and to measure voltage, a compromise is needed. For 2D ERT reconstructions of cylindrical bodies, [Lee10] suggests dimensionless ratios:

\[ \frac{W}{D} \approx \frac{\pi}{2n} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{L}{D} \approx 0.4 \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $W$ is the width of the electrode, $D$ is the diameter of the cell and $L$ is the length of the electrode. These ratios were evaluated based on Finite Element Method simulations of synthetic problems. Anyway, it could be not so strictly necessary to comply rigorously with all of them, also depending on the characteristics of the software used for inversion / reconstruction (e.g. if this introduces complete electrode model [Som92] and if it can model steep gradients).

Finally, measurement protocol can rely on different configuration. Two of them are: (i) the adjacent electrode scheme and (ii) the opposing electrode scheme [Vau97]. Figure 8 shows the current lines obtained with these two configurations under the hypothesis of a homogeneous body. The adjacent electrode configuration, confining
the current towards the cell walls, is more sensitive along the boundaries and loses sensitivity at the centre of the cell. The opposing electrode configuration, providing a more homogenous distribution of electrical current, has a more homogeneous sensitivity.

Even with the opposite electrode configuration, sensitivity of the reconstruction is generally low when anomalies are located towards the centre of the cell [Dam09]. In many cases [Bor05, Lov05, Com08, Dam09] the image of the object is satisfactorily reproduced, but the electrical conductivity values found are not necessarily correct. This depends both on the regularisation technique used and on the ERT system geometry [Dam09]: actually, some very good quantitative results can be obtained if variations of the electrical conductivity in space are not too dramatic. From a practical perspective, quantitative evaluations are easier to be achieved in the case of variations of porosity than in the case of fractures.

**ERT testing cell: components**

An ERT testing cell is made of a Personal Computer (PC), a data acquisition system, an inverter and a measuring cell. Figure 9 refers to the system used in [Bor05]. A digital direct synthesiser is used for the generation of the AC waveform, which is then fed to a voltage controlled current source and applied via a multiplexer to the pair of driving electrodes. High output impedance of the current source is desirable to drive currents in very resistive media. The injected current intensity is measured on a shunt resistor in series with the driving pair, which ensures accurate measurement of the applied current. A second multiplexer connects the electrodes to an Analogical Digital Converter (ADC), for voltage measurement. The output signals are processed by an on-board Digital Signal Processor which separates in phase and out of phase components. The instrument is controlled by a PC to implement the measurement scheme and to gather the results.
Figure 10 shows the double mesh used in the inversion of tests used in [Com05a] and [Bor05]. A coarse mesh (Figure 10a) has been used to represent the discrete conductivity, while a second finer mesh has been used to represent the electric potential. The number of elements of the coarse mesh coincided with the number of unknowns of the reconstruction process; hence it was chosen considering the number of available measurements in the light of sensitivity and non-uniqueness issues. Since such a mesh is not appropriate for an accurate solution of the forward problem, a second and finer mesh was used for the computation of simulated voltages at the electrodes: the fine mesh (Figure 10b) is an adaptive refinement of the coarse mesh.

Further details concerning the experimental set up and the implementation of ERT to laboratory geotechnical studies in available in [Com05a].

Figure 9: 2D ERT testing cell: 1 Personal Computer 2 Data acquisition system 3 Inverter 4 Measuring Cell [Bor05].

Figure 10 shows the double mesh used in the inversion of tests used in [Com05a] and [Bor05]. A coarse mesh (Figure 10a) has been used to represent the discrete conductivity, while a second finer mesh has been used to represent the electric potential. The number of elements of the coarse mesh coincided with the number of unknowns of the reconstruction process; hence it was chosen considering the number of available measurements in the light of sensitivity and non-uniqueness issues. Since such a mesh is not appropriate for an accurate solution of the forward problem, a second and finer mesh was used for the computation of simulated voltages at the electrodes: the fine mesh (Figure 10b) is an adaptive refinement of the coarse mesh.

Further details concerning the experimental set up and the implementation of ERT to laboratory geotechnical studies in available in [Com05a].
3.3 Selected ERT studies

Different geometries and spacings between electrodes have been adopted, depending of the desired scale of investigation (see Table 1). It emerges that in some studies ERT (‘microresistivity’) has been applied to recover information concerning the fabric of the specimens, while in others, with lower resolution, mostly to check local porosity variations or possibility to track transport of fluid or salt.

Table 1: Selected applications of resistivity tomography in the laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Electrodes/ Geometry</th>
<th>Resolution/ measurements per image (m.p.i.)</th>
<th>Objective / Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Jac90]</td>
<td>64 sprung gold plated electrodes 5 mm diam / 10 mm spacing</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>Investigating meso structure and fractures. Comparison with down – hole electrical imaging tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Bro98]</td>
<td>2880 electrode grid 5 mm spacing</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>Comparison with X ray radiographs. Investigation of fabric/tortuosity through back analysis of the formation factor F*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Jac02]</td>
<td>576 electrodes 10 mm length 5 mm penetration all electrodes on one side of the sample</td>
<td>5 mm 2000 m.p.i. (2D) 8000 m.p.i. (3D)</td>
<td>Comparison with X ray radiographs. Investigation fabric/tortuosity through back analysis of the formation factor F*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lov05]</td>
<td>Injecting electrodes on opposite sides of sample / measuring electrodes on sample surface</td>
<td>5 mm same as down-hole electrical imaging tools</td>
<td>Investigation of depth of fractures / fracture distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Bin96]</td>
<td>12 equally spaced electrodes on the sidewall of a 320 mm diameter column 4 planes</td>
<td>25 mm (1% total area) 400 m.p.i</td>
<td>Qualitative tracement and flow path of tracer in an undisturbed soil column. Detection of area with higher clay content and of small stones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Bor05]</td>
<td>16 electrodes on the circumference of a 130 mm column Electrodes 5 mm wide and 100 mm long.</td>
<td>≈ 10 mm (pixel side) 96 m.p.i.</td>
<td>Validation of the technique. Detection of heterogeneities due to spatial variations of porosity and of composition of the solid phase (cm scale).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Dam09]</td>
<td>16 electrodes on circumference of 139 mm diameter tube. Electrodes are 7 mm wide and 70 mm long.</td>
<td>≈ 10 mm Sensitivity depends on position of anomalies (decreases if anomaly is at the sample centre)</td>
<td>Validation of the technique / diffusion from a punctual source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Com10]</td>
<td>3D EIToedometer 16 electrodes on the sample circumference 13 electrodes on the base 13 electrodes on the top</td>
<td>≈ 5 mm (voxel side) 788 m.p.i.</td>
<td>Changes in water content. Local changes in porosity during mechanical consolidation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Studies focusing on material fabric have been conducted mostly using electrodes placed over planar surfaces with spacing of about 5 mm. Studies focusing on material heterogeneity and on transport processes have been done on larger samples, with electrodes usually placed on the external circumference of the sample at spacing of the order of 20-30 mm.

Microresistivity for fabric studies

[Bri98] and [Jac02] showed interesting applications of microresistivity to characterise the fabric of seafloor sediments and rock cores. The heterogeneity of samples of sediments and carbonate rocks was investigated by joint use of X-radiography and microresistivity tomography. In these works resolution of the two techniques was different (0.43 mm / pixel for the Xray, 5 mm / pixel for the microresistivity): data were transformed to an intermediate scale of 1 mm/pixel to make them comparable [Bri98]. X-radiographs underwent nearest-neighbor resampling. Microresistivity data were formed into 1mm/pixel scale by Kriging.

X radiographs were interpreted to provide density maps (Figure 11a) and microresistivity data were interpreted to provide maps of the formation factor (Figure 11b). The formation factor $F^*$ was evaluated as:

$$F^* = \frac{\lambda_w}{\lambda_l} \tag{16}$$

where $\lambda_w$ is the electrical conductivity of the pore water and $\lambda_l$ is the local electrical conductivity of the sample as estimated by microresistivity.

Knowing the specific density allows deriving porosity maps from density maps (Figure 11c) and information from the two techniques is finally merged to define a map of Archie’s exponent $m$ (Figure 11d). This last step is obtained introducing Archie’s law:

$$F^* = n^{-m} \tag{17}$$

Archie’s exponent reflects the effects on the electrical conductivity of the medium that cannot be explained simply by porosity. Then $m$ can be related to tortuosity [Bri98] or to pore shape and structure [Jac02].

For instance [Bri98] related zones where $m$ is close to one (layer B in Figure 11d) to a pelletised volumetric pore structure (see section 2.1) with well-developed connectivity in the direction current flow during electrical measurements. This structure is associated to development of biogenic gas after sediment deposition that migrated in vertical direction. Higher $m$ values in layer A were related to silt/sand storm laminae.
Figure 11: Joint use of X radiographs and microresistivity to characterise fabric and heterogeneity of sediment samples [Bri98].
ERT for porosity and mineralogy heterogeneity studies

In most studies related to hydrogeologic and geotechnics applications, ERT measurements had a resolution of around 10 mm. ERT has then been used to evidence porosity and mineralogy heterogeneities at higher scales, together with monitoring hydrochemical processes [Dam09, Com10]. Figure 12 refers to the experimental results of [Com05b] for the detection of clay fraction inclusions within a sand matrix. Areas where a clay fraction is present are evidenced as areas of higher conductivity. This higher conductivity is explained in terms of contribution of the surface conductivity to the electrical conductivity of clays, a contribution not present in sand.

Shape and position of the conductive inclusions are correctly evaluated and the accuracy of the geometric pattern is actually governed by the size of the element of the FEM mesh. Quantitative evaluation of the local electrical conductivity is not reliable in presence of sharp electrical gradients (as shown in Figure 12a and 12b). It can be noticed that in the reconstructions the sand portion around the kaolin cylinders seems to have a higher electrical conductivity than the remaining sand. This is clearly an artefact, since the sand was prepared homogeneously. Reason for this artefact comes mainly from the regularisation term in the inversion algorithm (Equation 13), that was chosen so to favour stability of the solution rather than its accuracy.

In practical terms, quantitative estimation can anyway be attempted, provided that gradients in the electrical conductivity of the investigated body are relatively modest. Figure 13 shows the interpretation of a test where Ticino sand was prepared at two different densities [Bor05]. Sand was compacted at porosity \( n \approx 0.43 \) within the cylinder (inclusion) evidenced as a dotted circle in Figure 13a and at porosity \( n \approx 0.48 \) outside that cylinder. Differences between local values of electrical conductivity appreciated in the ERT reconstruction are very small. Average porosities were then estimated on basis of reconstructed conductivity, since the electrical conductivity of the pore water was independently measured and Archie’s exponent \( m \) was imposed equal to 1.5. Estimated values were \( n \approx 0.42 \) for the inclusion and \( n \approx 0.46 \) for the rest of the sample: such types of results pave the way for the quantitative use of ERT for local evaluations during hydro-chemo-mechanical tests.
Figure 12: ERT maps of soil electrical conductivity of sand samples with inclusions of clay [Com05b] (axis units are mm).
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